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Currency Main focus of the week (S-T view) 

EUR Slow data week to leave the focus on ECB hawk talk   

USD Solid data to hint GDP accelerating, supporting higher UST yields and a firm currency 

JPY New BoJ Governor in the spotlight. Mild upside for JPY    

GBP Heavy data week to suggest it is too early for BoE to pause          

 
Overnight comment – Soft CPI weighs on GBP   

In the wake of the firm US inflation data, UST yields held yesterday’s rise in the Asian 
session. Most Asian equity indices pushed lower, while the DXY index pushed higher. In 
Japan, the BoJ bought across the curve and there was some take-up at the 10yr fixed-
rate operation too. Trading in the 10yr benchmark bond remains sporadic, while 30yr JGB 
yields pushed lower. USD/JPY pushed up to 133.30 as London opens. The PBoC kept 
its 1YR MLF rate unchanged, as expected. It was a quiet start to the European session 
for EUR/USD. The pair sits around 1.0715 as European trade gets underway. UK 

CPI delivered some good news for the beleaguered UK consumer. Inflation declined a 
little faster than expected in January. Headline CPI dropped from 10.5%YoY to 
10.1%YoY and core CPI dropped from 6.3%YoY to 5.8%YoY. GBP/USD dropped in the 
wake of the release to sit at 1.2095 as London opens.           

              

Today’s Major Events and Data Releases 

Events over coming 24 hours Survey/Prev 

UK – CPI (%YoY, Jan) 10.3/10.5 

UK – Core CPI (%YoY, Jan) 6.2/6.3 

EZ – Industrial production (%MoM, Dec) -0.8/1.0 

EZ – Trade balance (€bn, Dec) -16.0/-15.2 

US – Empire State m’fact index (DI, Feb) -18.0/-32.9 

US – Retail sales (%MoM, Jan) 2.0/-1.1 

US - Industrial production (%MoM, Jan) 0.5/-0.7 

US – NAHB housing index (DI, Feb) 37/35 

   Source: Bloomberg 

 
Europe. Eurozone industrial production is set to drop MoM but with China re-opening 

and the eurozone outlook brightening as energy prices decline, the prospects for 
production going forward look better. The eurozone trade balance is far off the Aug-22 
lows and even if progress stalls in December we expect improvement will resume in due 
course, albeit at a slower pace. UK CPI data are also due. On the policy front, ECB 
President Lagarde is due to speak.   
  
US. Auto sales were very strong in January and will drive retail sales sharply higher. Ex 

auto sales will also be firm. US gasoline prices have picked up in January and will further 
boost sales. However, the pick up in retail sales is not just a function of activity in the auto 
space. January payrolls data show aggregate income (wages x employment x hours 
worked) running at elevated levels of over 8%YoY, providing the wherewithal for the US 
consumer to keep spending in the face of high inflation. Industrial production is set to 
rebound in January after a drop in December. In addition, the NAHB index looks as if it 
has bottomed. The downward pressure on the housing market looks to be easing. There 
are no Fed speakers due today.   

Market Summary 
(Source: Bloomberg)  
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Currency comment(s) 
 
Weak Q4 GDP leaves Japanese economy little changed in H2 ‘22. Better prospects ahead 

Japanese Q4 GDP rose a weaker-than-expected 0.2%QoQ, after a downwardly revised 0.3%QoQ decline in Q3 leaving the 
economy virtually flat over H2 ’22 as a whole. US growth in H2 ’22 was firm but the rebound came after 2 quarters of negative 
growth in H1. The pattern of US GDP data in 2022 was odd. Elsewhere, eurozone GDP expanded 0.4% in H2 ’22 and in the 
UK the economy shrank 0.15%. Outside Japan policy tightening was rapid. In Japan policy tightening was very modest, with 
the BoJ finally tweaking the YCC bands around the 0.0% 10yr JGB yield target in December, widening the bands from +/-
0.25% to +/-0.50%.  
 
It is often noted that the UK is the only G7 economy that has not recovered its pre-Covid level. However, relative to GDP at 
the end of Q3 ‘19, the UK has outperformed Japan. In October 2019 the consumption tax in Japan was raised. GDP plunged 
2.75%QoQ in Q4 ’19. In a country like Japan, where potential growth is low, that is a lot. In Q1 ‘20, any post-consumption tax 
rebound was stymied by Covid. Japan’s economy may have recovered its pre-Covid level in Q2 ’22 but at the end of 2022 it 
is still almost 2% smaller than it was in Q3 ’19. (The UK economy is just ~1.0% smaller vs Q3 ‘19). 
 
This goes some of the way to explaining why prices pressures in Japan have been more muted than elsewhere. Looking 
through the lens of the output gap shows the gap is still negative and what price pressures there are in Japan are mainly a 
function of soaring commodity prices rather than demand side pressures. Our GDP forecasts for Japan see growth of a little 
over 1% in 2023 and 2024, which imply that the gap will keep narrowing. Whilst policy tightening will be a major drag in the 
US, the eurozone and the UK, we see only limited tightening in Japan in 2023, which should help it outperform macro-
economically.    
 
When looked at from this perspective, the on-going narrowing of the output gap in coming quarters is likely to encourage 
expectations that price pressures will be more sustained at the back end of the forecast horizon. The BoJ already expects the 
CPI (ex fresh food and energy) to rise 1.8% in FY23 and 1.6% in FY24 (albeit off above consensus GDP forecasts).  
 
The data will play the key role in any policy tightening this year but we also expect that JGB market dysfunction and political 
pressure will also play some role in driving the BoJ to tighten policy in the course of 2023. We do not expect that the BoJ will 
get very far on its policy tightening journey. Our strapline for BoJ policy in 2023 is “From NIRP to ZIRP” as we see only a 10bp 
rise in the policy rate this year. We also expect a policy review and possible changes to the Government/BoJ accord, as well 
as tweaks to YCC. We see these changes as supporting a firmer JPY especially through summer, when speculation should 
be at its highest.   
                       
            

Output gap to narrowing in 2023 and 2024…      …helping to boost expectations of policy 
tighteningmipr 

 
 

Source: Bloomberg, Mizuho 
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FX forecasts (as of 30 Jan) Current Q1 23 Q2 23 Q3 23 Q4 23

USD/JPY 130 128 123 120 120

EUR/USD 1.09 1.10 1.12 1.14 1.14

GBP/USD 1.24 1.25 1.29 1.31 1.33

EUR/GBP 0.88 0.88 0.87 0.87 0.86

EUR/JPY 142 141 138 137 137

GBP/JPY 161 160 159 157 160
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This publication has been prepared by Mizuho Bank, Ltd. (“Mizuho”) and represents the views of the author(s). It has not been prepared by an 

independent research department and it has not been prepared in accordance with legal requirements in any country or jurisdiction designed to 

promote the independence of investment research and is not subject to any prohibition on dealing ahead of the dissemination of investment 

research.  

 

This publication is not a “research report” as defined in Commodity Futures Trading Commission (“CFTC”) Regulations 1.71 and 23.605 
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or market conditions and statistical summaries of multiple companies’ financial data, which may include lists of current ratings. 
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The information contained in this publication may not be current due to, among other things, changes in the financial markets or economic 

environment. Mizuho has no obligation to update any information contained in this publication. Past performance is not indicative of future 
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